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-~-·· --·-- -----~ -..... ~ -~ ·* ·-·< · .... ~,-~---·-......:- - ... :--_,_ ---- , .. -···--··-····· ·-·-·. -- ' Yat · A second actual load not containing a volume 
v
0 
Output admittance of operational amplifier 
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r 
Input admittance of operational amplifier 
Impedance 
Output impedance of amplifier 






Fundamental frequency (rad/sec) 
Natural frequency (rad/sec) 
Damping coefficient 
Density of air 
Dynamic viscosity of air 
Kinematic viscosity of air 
• 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A proportional amplifier is a constant flow device 
in which control inputs proportionally divert fluid from 
o n e p o r t to a n o t h e r a n d c a n b e b u i l t a s a p r e s s u r e a 111 p -
1 i f i e r , f l o w a rn p l i f i e r , o r p o w e r a m p l i f i e r d e p e n d i n g o n 
the operational needs. Cascaded stages of such elements 
are capable of exceedingly high pressure gains and are 
used with feedback to produce operational amplifiers, sum-
ming circuits, integrators, etc. The virtue of this feed-
back design is excellent linearity and saturation with a 
relatively high output admittance and gains which are vir.-
tually independent of supply pressure for wide variations~-
The usual approach is to sharply reduce the amplitude 
of the feedback signals at high fr~:q·uencies by inserting 
l a r g e v o l u m e s i n t h e f e e d b a c k p a· t h a s ·S b:{fw·n i n f i g u r e 4 . 
T·he :r·:e·.sp:on·:se o·f· t.he .. pres.sure- using thfs a .. p-p.ro.a.c.h is- g:o.o .. d 
f .o r .. v. e ry s ..m ~ l l .;: n 'P 1, t a m: p l i t u d. e s ·a n d s l o w i n p u t. o f c h, a: n, g e.- . 
:Fo.:r~ 1otn .. e:r "t:h:-a.n. -these condi':ti:or,S, however, the. a.mp'l·i.ft:e:r· 
' ., .. ·. •. . . -· ' ~ 
The·. f·eEtd back vo: lumes: ·al s:o p-r·e\r".exrt: th·e l i·ne:a:ri· zed be-
- - ., 
:ha.v··i our from approach i-n g t·:h-e. i a:.ea 1 i·::z ed ·op :ti::rn·u:-rn. The most 
-sign if i ca·n·t ·concl·u·&i:Q:n- is tih-a't·····a1 l- r·a::te,-1 :tntlt:,,:.t,:g: e:ffec.ts. 
can be y,f.r-tua.1 ly el i"rni·na te:d:: by: rem·o-v-iJ'.lg .:all dynamic ·el:e:-
. 
·. 
:ment:_s·. from th.e fee-d·b.:ack :Path and tn:st.e,:ad :placing them· ·i:n. 





of the Basic Operational Amplifier (see figure 6). The 
o n l y d y n a rn i c e l e 111 c n t i s a b 1 o c k e d r e s o n a n c e t u b e p 1 a c c d 
in the forward path. To understand this consider a step 
input to the operational amplifier. The step is drasti-
cally reduced by the shunt resonator tube, creating a 
wave in the tube which heads towards the blocked end. The 
attenuation is such that the output of the cascaded amp-
lifier is a delayed step of the proper steady-state amp-
litude (no transient saturation!) since the proportional 
amplifier is ideally a constant gain with time delay T. 
This change in output pressure is transmitted around the 
feedback loop to the resonator tube arriving just as the 
initial wave returns from the blocked end where it was 
ref·lected. The two step. ·ch·anges then precisely cancel one 
a.n-o .. ther a,n.d no further changes occur. Thus the -overall 
.r·e·--s··pons·-e ts th.e t·heo.ret:ical ideal with no s-aturatio·n ·ef··-
·fe:ct .. fE,xc.e-pt .o:f co.:u:rs ... e when steady-s-ta·.te involves satur·: ... 
-at ion .. ). 
The c.ha.ra-c:--t:-e··r, s, t ic·s ne.e:d::e:·d: f.o·r· t:h:e: opt i mi za ti on a·re· 
.... 
·t--h e i n p u t a n d. 'd -u t:plJ·.":f~ i mp e d a n c e s of t he g a i n b l o c k a n d i t···s· 
transfer chctr,t:cte·ri·st..ics which include gain and phase in-
form-a- t ;-o ··n--~ A G~neral Electric model AM-12 five-stag~ pro-
portional fluidic amplifier advertized by G. E. to have a 
blocked gain of 2300 and a phase lag of 0.,2 degrees per Hz 
.. 
is used in the design of the operational amplifier. The 
# 
.I 
charactertstics as measured by J. Boparait are shown in 
figures 13 to 16, 19 and 20. 
A s s e e n ,~n f i g u r e 2 6 , t h e p h a s e 1 a g o f t h e l o o p g a i n 
o f t h e c a s c a d e d a rn p l i f i c r d o e s n o t i n c r e a s e l i n c c1 r 1 y \'I i t h 
frequency. Furthermore the prospects for a good response 
of this design at quite high frequency is poor. These 
f a c t s c o n1 b i n e t o s u g g e s t a n1 o d i f i e d c o n1 p e n s a t o r w h i c h i s 
nearly optimum. This modified design results from a sec-
ond transfer function representation of the cascaded amp-
1 ifier. 
Experimental tests were conducted with the Basic 
Operational Amplifier. Static gain measurements and fre-
quency response data were taken. Unfortunately, phase 
information could not be secured due to excessive noise, 
and the mag.nitu.d.e. data· w~s seriously m.arred by erroneous 
~ values of t .. h·e in··.p·u··t a:nd. feedback resis·tances, which var·i·t:rd· 
severely wf th di ff e:r··e·n·t a pp l i cation·~ o·f' v:a.cu um g r,ea.s:e· .an,d . 
. di'ffere.nt cla.m:ping ,a·rran,geme·nt·s .. 1Magnttude and phas.e of 
the clo·s.ed-loo·p. gain: .are predlCt·ed f'o.r the. Ba:sic· :D.e:s:ig.rl o·f 
t.he .. Q p er .. a· ti o:n.a·: i .A.m· p.l if;· e.r· ·• 
t· ··B o p a r a i , J . S • , 11 M e a s u r em e n t o f Dy n a m i c C h a r a c t e r i s t i c :s 
o f· F i v e - S ta g e P r o po r t i o n a l F l u i d i c Am p l i f i e r 11 , M • S . T ·h .es ,.: s. 
:Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 1972. 
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2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CASCADE AMPLIFIER 
2.1 Introduction 
The dynamic characteristics of the five-stage pro-
portional amplifier (General Electric model AM-12) were 
experimentally measured at the Lehigh University labora-
tory by Boparai. The circuitry as used in the experi-
mental determination is shown in figure l(b). Calibrated 
flow resistances (bundles of hypodermic tubes) were 
placed at two control and output ports and pressure mea-
surements were made at the two ends. 
In the evaluation of the input and output admittances 
Boparai neglected the effects of the inertance of the hypo-
dermic tubes and the compliance of the volumes at their 
two end s . I n ·th i s- c ha pt er a corr e c ti on i s de r i. v e d . To d ·o 
this the t.tm·e :constants are evaluated from first prinG·; .. -
p-le:s ·an·d then co.mpared with experiment. T-he output ac:l-
mi:tt:anc·e:· is· .a·lso roughly corrected for cross-talk anq ·f·oJ·' 
o:pera:t_i,n:g co.·n-d:itio:n:s for which the oper·ational am,p.lifi,er 
is. 'to be desi gn.e:·d·. 
) 
2 .. 2 D e t e rm i n a t i o n o f t h e T i me C on s ~ta n ts a,n d ~ _ "' _ -' --. . 
.. 
•.,.,, ••• ,·o< .·.•.,u·.··:-<a .. , ,.0 · .•, .• :.,,.., ·,.-. ··-- • .,,:/-•• :. '.·L" ... -~ ·~··., - ,_';,,' U.' .,,.,,.,~,·L~- -~.,-• ~·,:_ ,- ·., ··· ·' ,, . _.••_..,., _..y:· __ -'-'-'._·.·~ _ •" , • , .••••• · .. -
.-..... ". -~-- -'··-• •- -···--~: .. · •• , __ • ,.,.a; __ ,~,i-• .,:. ·-•,.,-:.,., ..... :;.,~~.".,'.~ .. -,a,~-• ...... · . .._ •• -;_ ·- •.. .: ,- ._ - ••• •• ----•: - , . • ·•- ...... • • 
Self-Admittances 
The approximate el~ctrical analogy of the experimental 




in figure l(b) and its associated bond graph 1n figure 2. 
From the bond graph one obtains 
;. ....... 
p 
YR= 1 [ 0 - l ] - Ts l + TlS pi 2 ( 2-1 ) 
where R is the resistance of the hypodermic tubes 
This equation • • 1 S 1 n effect a correction on the one used by 
Boparai which • 1 S 
YR - Po l - -p . 
1 
(2-2) 
·1;:h·e. i:ner·tance· I of th-e hypodermic tubes ca.n :·b·e obtained 
f·r·o-m the= e_ne·r-gy- .e:qua·tion 
_E··· v ,• 1 _-· - -2 
.I
._.· 2. 
·.- = .2 ortf ==- ;z IQ 
I·_·_ ·=· ! P:_L -. :4P L: . 
=3· = __ A_ - . -.~. . . . . .. 2' 
3:n 1tr · 
:(=2-3} 
Wh~re his the number of hypodermic tubes (196), and the 
.. 
·_ . 4 
--................... -···-·--··"·~---'---,.._"·--...::.a ... c.;.:._: ___________ ,, ___ .. ~----f.::a·€-'t"9 F O f- - r e S U 1 t S fr O m a S S Um i n g a pa r a b O 1 i C V e l O C i t y 
. . . . •' . . . . . - - . ' ' - - -- -··-·· ... --- ·- ....... -3-··--- . -- . .. . ".. . . . . .. . .. 
.. 
,profile across the tubes. The value of the compliance is 
given by C =} for isothermal flow, (2-4a) 
C = ~P for adiabatic flow {2-4b) 
-9-
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where Pis the mean absolute pressure and Vis the volume. 
Isothermal flow was assumed in actual calculations. The 
tin1e constants for both the control and output sides at 
zero flow can be obtained by using the value of the re-
sistors at zero flow from their calibrations. 
When the external circuitry from either end is iso-
1 a t e d f r o m t h e a 111 p l i f i e r by b l o c k i n g t h e c o n n e c t i n g p o r t 
(Y = 0), equation (2-1) gives 
2 l + T 0 S + T 0 T 0 S 2 1 2 (2-5) 
Figures 17 and 18 show P0 /Pi using time constants at zero 
flow evaluated by using the values of inertance from eq. 
( 2 - 3 ) a n d comp l i a n c e from e q • { 2:.~ 4 ) • These v a l u es of 
p· 0./Pi. are compared wit.ti experiment .w.hich cons·ist.ed.· o_-f: m.ea-
·SUr-i n-g P_,-.0 a-n:d P1 on bot·h the control and tihe ·.o·ut:p.u:t .. cir-
c.u.i t.:s· ::a.t var,i.:ous. ·f·r~·quencies and value.·s o·-f: :T'J_ a.nd T 2 were 
:s.el.e.ct:e:_d: -by ·tria:l and error to be.st s·µtt t:h'e ~ata.. The 
ti:m·e c-oris·tc1nts ·w1tl1 flow can be o·bt::ained. front· 
where Tf and R0 are th~ values at no flow conditions. 
--J Q:-. 
. . ~ ·-- . . __ ..:.__:_· --- --·· 
The experiment for the output admittance was per-
formed for one-sided excitation only (not push-pull) and 
is shifted to the right to correct approximately for 17% 
cross-talk and for the no flow conditions. The admit-
tance can then be evaluated using eq. (2-1) employing the 
e x p e r i m e n t a l l y d e t e r n1 i n e d t i m e c o n s ta n t s a n d i s s h o w n i n 
figure 19. A similar correction using the same equation 
is applied on the input admittance of figure 20 to obtain 
the modified input admittance shown in figure 21. 
2.3 The Transfer Characteristics 
The experiments for the magnitudes of the pressure 
ratio Pi 0 /Pic were run again at the same frequencies and 
is shown in figure 24. This would have been the transfer 
characteristics if the load had been ideal, but the actual 
1 ·o ad as s.e en by the o u t p u· t. po r·t·s: .comp r i s es of var i a bl es 
more than just a resistor and is shown iin fi·gu:re 3(c:). 
/ 
From the bon.d .g:ra_ph the, impedance ot···the load. as s:een .fr·o::m: 










The variables C0 and 10 have been evaluated from the ex-
perimentally determined time constants, and c3 , c4 and I3 
from equations (2-3) and (2-4a). The actual load is plot-
ted in figure 22. For any load Ya {see figs. 3(a) and (b)). 
Qid = yid(Pf}fd 
(Pi)id = .( p ·;_·; .). t p:_f·_· . 
·,a . 









Y + l / Z a o 
Y. d + l /Z . 1 0 
- .. - - ·• ---:;• - --· - -=-:'"'' - .. ,, .•.• ·- ..• - .. ,, __ :-:· ~-. '' ··-- ; •.• _ .. - ~ -, - -
' i' 
-12- ,.-
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This experiment was performed under blocked conditions 
F 
1 + Y Z a o 
= l + y z 
a o (2-7) 
where Fis the correction factor to be applied to the 
transfer characteristics of figure 24. The correction 
factor has been plotted in figure 23 for frequencies at 
which the data was taken. The corrected transfer char-
acteristics are shown in figure 25. 
As a check the magnitude ratio of ln·sld:e pressures 
a.t the output port to that at the control side were mea-
so~ed for another load Ya 2· shown in figure 3{d) from which 
o n.e. 'O_:·b t:a_ i rl.' ~-
1· 
.. ···.. .. .. 2·:] 
.. • ' .. 
:] ··+·· T •. S -+ ·-T 1·'(.2·-_S . .. . 2··· 
Ya 2 is plotted alongside Yai in figure 22 and the trans-
fer characteristics have been corrected for using the car-
•• • • • • -~ 
- r 
rection factor F eval'u'ated with Ya 2 from eq. (2-7). Here 
only the magnitudes have been checked and the same corrected 
phase as obtained with Val is used. The magnitude in-
formation is seen to agree fairly well. 
-13-
3. DESIGN OF THE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER 
3.1 Conventional Design of Operational Amplifiers 
The usual design of a fluidic operational amplifier 
in figure 4 employs volumes in the feedback path. These 
volumes serve to attenuate the feedback signals at high 
frequencies which is essential to achieving stability of 
the circuit. Let us assume the nominal representation 
for the fluidic amplifier, which is a constant gain g 
with time delay T and a real constant input admittance 
Yi and output impedance Z0 • Then the overall pressure 
characteristic is 
( 3 ~ l ): 
ta= (~·1· + ~•j + Y;)R2C(R3+'Zo+R3Z.0Yo). + .CR3+R3Z0Yo+Zo)C 
-· l ·+· ·(Ji + i ... ¥ v .. ·.). (·,R· .. 2+·:R·3 .. +.z .. ·)+z: .. Y ..... [:l+.-(1 +~_.+Y. ). 
l 1 '. . . . . .. . : 0 . () 0 . . 1 l 1 . ] 
~-- ··- .... - - • ··: ... _ ,. -·· -··· ..... _ ... ·.!'· .-•, ···,:·· ··.··-'" . '--,:·: --· '" ·--~--- ---. '' ___ ........ ~ - ,-._ .•• 
-· ·-··-- -- - ,. ... .,... •.·• -•-• •. :,,,!, -.- -:. .. . . -_,. __ . -···--·-"' .. ,· ... -~ 
The right-hand term in the numerator of eq. (3-1) repre-
sents the direct pressure transmission through the feedback 
-14-
path and usually is quite negligible. To simplify our 
considerations, let us set R1 = R1 and Y0 = 0 and define 
R = R2 + R3 . For stability it is necessary that 
at> gT 
To keep as high a frequency response as practical we em-
ploy the value 
Now eq. ( 3-1) becomes 
p 1 + 
o - R 
- - - -P. R1·· 1· 1 ', . + Ts 
-Ts 2e 
P. 
which sh·owsc the desire.d behavior 'po ::: 
' i. 
( 3- 2) 
(3-3) 
With th:e .s·a:m1e. -appro.x·i.mat:io·n·s an·d value:s of t.,n·e·, _p·ar-





- ' - - ·-· ·-~·---···-·-------····-··--·-- ---~- --···-···-·-··,~-:-""··---.. _.- ... ····-·· .... 
.... . - ... - . - ' . ' - . . . -.,. :·· ~ . . . . . . . . . , ...... ·. . ·, :. . -.• : . . .. - , . . . . ',, ' . ' .-. . . . . '. - . -
O~r concern is the right hand terms in the numerators 
of eqns. (3-3) and (3-4). The lead term in the pressure 
relation can be eliminated by setting R = R2 i. e. R3 = 0. -
\, 
This however would force the time constant in the flow 
relation to become very large, since from equation (3-2) 
- T 
- 92 (L + Y.)Z 
R l 1 o 
l (3-5) 
>> 1) and Z is not 
0 
(where it has been presumed that 
too large. This is nevertheless most typical design. 
The response of pressure with this design is good as 
seen in eq. (3-3) and the flow response is of no conse-
quence if linearity holds. The physical volume which gives 
the C is very large but usually this is tolerable. For 
other than the tiniest input amplitudes or the slowest of 
input rates of change howe.v .. e:r, the fluidic. amplifier sat.-
lJ..X' a t. 'e.·s ·a:·nd. these l .ts. d:o not pp l.y .. The compl • re.su a 1 a n.c·.e 
ybl h.·a.s t.o· b·e c:ha·,19.·.ed to • U:rfi e 1 ts new s teady- sta te press u.r..-e. 
::b~.f.or··e ·eq:ui'lib:rl·um i.s· a.c.hieved. Eq. (3-4) would ha·v·e: th+s 
o.ccur fairly quickly because of an enormous flow Q
0
• In 
fii,Ct, however, the flow Q0 saturates usually at a small 
fraction of the linear-model value and the volume is 
ch.an.g.ed. and equilibrium achieved at a much slowe~ rate ... 
The response is said to be severely rate-limited or amp-
·/ 
- ' ... ·,·- -,·"."-- ·~-- ' .. -· .. .. ~. - •" :. i.·; a - - - - ·~-. -:.· -
. . -··- ···-···· --- -······ ~. -· ·····--.- ... ··- .. -~---,-~~ ..... ·-· .. ·-· . 
The critical time constant R2c can be reduced, short-
ening the charging process by introducing a non-zero R3 . 
-16-
:1 
po The lead term in--=- hurts, but in the limit R3 = p, 1 
the lead term vanishes again. 
R 1 
- R1 1 + Ts 
-Ts 2e 
1 l 
-R1 l + Ts 
-Ts 2e 
The associated compliance is 
(3-6) 
'( 3- 7) 
which could be either smaller or larger than with the con-
ventional design depending on the ratio 20 /R. The steady-
state input and output impedances is the same with all de-
s i:.g ns. 
This desigt1 cle.ar1y is superior to the conventional 
one largely bectause the saturation problem is virtually 
eliminated. In simple te.rms the improvement results from 
-the need to charge· th·e· co .. mpl·iance to ·only a ·tiny· fra·ctio·n ·· 
of the pressure needed---f'G--1" -the -€onventiona+-d~s+gn; -W+th------:-----~--
t h 
. t·- d t. . k . 1 . d d . 1 t . . . -~ - - , __ ...... , ... ----~ ... -1s --spur owar: - -s-- r-1· 1 ng y 1 mprov e es 1 gn, a near y op 1-
mum design is presented in the next section. 
-1 7-
-- ,:,__ .; ' 
•• 
·~· . 
.. . ·.. r. 
3 . 2 B a s i ~ 0 E t i n1 a 1 D e s i g n Qi t h E£ 0 J} e r a t i o n a 1 ~n g 1 _i f i e r 
The nor11inal representation of the five-stage ampli-
f 1 e r i s a c o n s t a n t g a i n g w i t h t i rn e d e 1 a y T , a n d r e a 1 c o n -
s ta n t i n p u t a n d o u t p u t a d rn i t t a n c e s Y . a n d l / Z r e s p e c t i v e 1 y • 
1 0 
It is well known in control theory that feedback placed 
around a pure delay cannot hasten the response. The opt-
imal design gives a closed-loop response which is itself 
a pure d~lay of the same time T but a different overall 
gain as desired. This then is a goal of the actual closed-
loop design. Were this the only goal, however, there 
would be no point in using feedback at all since it could 
be achieved simpler with a pressure divider cascaded into 
the five-stage amplifier. We wish however to vastly in~ 
crease the output admittance, that is to render the ci·r-
cutt insensitive to wide variations in l.oad. Decreasing 
the input admittance also is desirable. F·inally we wi.sh 
t:·O inc:r.ea.se the linearity of the circuit. 
Fo·r the mome-n:·t. let u.s forg_et considerations of f·low 
(:·p.-,a.rt .. ly by blocki·ng the load) and: attempt to achieve the 
desired gain characteristi~s· using feedback path compensa-
. -· ·- - - -- - ..... ····-···· - ,··--·-·· ·- -···-··· ·---~ ··---·~ ~·· ,,.~, -,-
ti on and alternatively forward path compensation. Refer-
-- •'••.-•--·• •· ,.- ,••, - I , .. ,. ,-· • 
ring to figure 5 it can be seen that the necessary feed- ,,'.\ -
b a c 'k =c o m p e n s a to r i s 
. . 
,, l ·1 .·. ·Ts H ( s ) = Cr ~· g} e . 
·-~ 
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which is impossible since it requires an anticipator, 
a time advance. The necessary forward path compensator, 
however is achievable. 
G(s) K 1 -
- 9 1-kKe-Ts 
K kK = l - G(o) 
-3Ts ] e + ••••. 
The choice G(o) = l is not practical since g >> K the 
value of kK is virtually one, and the step response of 
G(s) is the staircase function shown in figure 5(d). 
This staircase function suggests a travelling wave 
de v i c e , i n part f:C u l a r a res on a t i n g bl o c k e d - end e d tu be • 
The impedance (:ratio of _pressure to flow) with a round-
t:rip wave dela·_y -c>f I: :s.ec·-onds i_:s (from standard m:e_-t:hods::} 
:a:S' s:e en at t h.e: clr i :vi: :ng: e n·d .. 
-z· · ... = Zc Cot.h .~$ 
. ·, 
= :Z:,. _ l
·c 
. l 
-Ts + e . 
- e 
-Ts \: 
w h e·r e z c is t:h:e c ·ha.,r·:a.:c,te.r i"- ~rt i c i 111p:e::d:a:ri C:e of · the· c r o:s:s-~-
·s ec ti on. 
. . ~ ... 
Now it1e add a flow resistor in- series at the.driving 
end with resistance equal to Zc' the net impedance then 
becomes 
-19-
1 + e-Ts Z a Z + Z 






which is of the same form as G(s) (with kK = 1). 
This tube is incorporated into the circuit of the 
operational amplifier as shown in figure 6, as the only 
nominally dynamic element. The circuit is not ideal, 
however, because the various impedances and the gain g 
are finite. The transfer function from input to output 





y Rb Ts ye 
= [g - ~ ]e- · + (Y 1 + 2 )Rb+ r 
The requirement kK = l corresponds t_.o settling .the delay 
term in ~ equal to ,z:ero, that is 
Rb Ye - - - - .,, -·-· - .... . •:- ;...- ---·------- · .. ·--:' ·.-·- .. ·-···---·· -·--· .. ·--·. -. -- ,- .. - -· - .. ----·----------- -------· 
···--:,··· ... ·:·" .. , ....... ·~:-··-· ;., .. · .... _ .... ·:-.- ,• '•' "'-:-"-.. '.'" -.. ~,·.·.-·-· ·:··•·"';-- -·. :~·t···. --- . ~-- ,.-, :··: 
For our particular design we choose 
-20-
gf Ying . 
r 
-Ts lo 1 + R2 y i R2 
_ e-Ts)] [ ( l e - 1 OR 1 + R eo g b - -10 e. 2Y. 1 
l + 1 + r -Ye g 
The left hand terms in the numerator and the denominator 
represent the non-ideal effects of finite gain and im-
pedances. The right hand term in the numerator repre-
sents the direct transfer of the input to the output 
through the nominal feedback paths. Since g is very 
1 a r g e and th e ma g n i tu d e o. f t h e p u t p u t i mp e d a nc e Z 
O 
doe s 
not exc;eed R1 the first term in the brackets can be see.n 
t-o· be: t::r iv· fa ·l .. 
to make the middle term in the denominator no greater 
than a one percent effect, we require 
.,.. 
-
'. .. . . : ..... : • ... .: • ~ •: ' . • .;, •• ·,! :. • • ... ;" . :. , ..... 
• - ••• • •• • • < ~ •• • ••• -··=·······.- _. .... . . The same restriction on·theright·hand terrn is····· .-, · 




From the data the magnitude of v1 is about 0.4 in 5/1b.sec. 
giving Y > 80 in 5/lb.sec. A much larger value of Y can-e C 
not be tolerated however since it would require an exces-
sively large cross-sectional area. The value 
Area . 5 Ye= pC = 86.2 1n /lb.sec. 
was chosen corresponding to a diameter of 0.406 inch. 
Another physical difficulty is making resistors with small 
resistances. Since Rb is essentially fixed at this point, 
making the smaller of R1 and R2 as large as possible is 
satisfied by giving them the same value or R1 = R2 . 
The load admittance Y0 has been selected as zero since 
this is the easiest condition to achieve. With all these 
conditions assuming g = 2500, we have 
Rb = t9- = 58.0 lb:s;c, = 3Z0; + 3lR1 .:: 5.1 + 3TR1 C ln 
Therefore R1 = l.738 lb:s~c·; r = 24.4 
1 n 
T· .. he res:istance cart :b.e a,chte·\red with adequate linearity. 
Considering 20 and Yi as real numbers (they actually 
are complex numbers, frequency dependent) the ov~rall 
gain becomes 
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1 [0.65e-Ts + 0.35] 
Rl 
T . 5 
= 9.376e- 5 + 0.202 ,n lb.sec. 
The output admittance is 
A/'Z: 








. ·- - . -
eo= 
··--_ .· - ..•.. · -TS' 
z() [ ·o ... :9::0.·8=( 1 -:e. · ··'J + :Q·. (J'::.'0:-f>:5·].: 
The pr i -n c= f p :l e v· t J~-t u e·: :of a :n o:--p er·a: t ·; O· n a. l g nr:_pJ. ··i: ·f i .·e·r- f s :;_ t·:s 
large output ad:mitta'nc.:e· relat_:ive :tot.he -input a_dmitt-aticei • 
. T h e r a t i o a c t u a l l y i s v e r y l a r g e , h o w e v e r , o n l y . f o r l o w 
. --- ---··- ....... - - . --· --·-·-··· -
f=requencies (and certain high frequencies). For zero: fr·-e-




·o ·' . 
,:-'i.·---'O V:-!----~·- ·_ 
l in 5 







It is useful conceptually now and practically later 
" 
o n t o v i e w t h e o p e r a t i o n a l a n1 p 1 i f i c r i n t h e f e e d b c1 c k l o o p 
form. This is possible if the very small second term in 
t h e n u rn e r a t o r o f t h e g a i n c h a r a c t e r i s t i c i s n e g l e c t e d 
(corresponding to neglect of the signal propagated from 
input to output via the feedback resistor channel). The 
open loop gain is for R1 = R1 , 




( -Ts) g l-e 
when Y is the admittance of the shunt controller (recip-
rocal of the Z of eq. (3-8) when the nominal parameters 
are assumed). The forward path gain is 
eo Rt 
·R, R4 -Ts , R4 
-Ts ·-· ge -
-- .- - - - e e. Rl ·1-i Rl YRb+ge-Ts Rl 1 
where the substitution YcRb ~ 2g has been made. This agrees 
with the earlier result . 
. To simplify further investigation consider the open 
loop gain to be the ratio of two terms. The numerator is 
,-, the forward path transmittance of the five-stage amplifier, 
which for the nominal model has a Nyquist frequency response 
-24-
J 
as shown in figure 25. The denominator predominantly 
represents characteristics of the feedback path and com-
pensation (plus a relatively small influence of the . 1 n -
put and output admittances of the five-stage amplifier. 
For its nominal model the Nyquist plot is also a circle 
of radius g but centered at +l (see figure 28). The ratio 
of the two circles is a straight line with real part of 
l 
-2. This is of course the M-circle which gives a closed 
loop frequency response of magnitude ratio unity at all 
frequencies. 
The actual transmittance of the five-stage amplifier 
(hot known very precisely} is plotted in figure 25. The 
denominator of the actual open loop gain also differs from 
·its: i.d.eal model., largely· because of inert.ance in all of 
t.he nominally resistive elements, but because of the com-
pl i a n c es between the co n t.r o l ports a n d the res o n a n c e tubes • 
The inertance of resistors R1 , Rf, R2 and R4 have in~ 
e r ta n c e s p r o p o r t i o n a l t o · t·h e: i .. r r e· :s: t s ta n .c es . Th a t i s , a l l 
have impedances of the form 
R 
TS + l 
-4 With the same time constant T = 1.0 x 10 secs. This gives 
a break frequency of 1590 Hz. The consequent Nyquist plot 




given in figure 29. 
The admittances Y should be modelled more closely 
than in the nominal model by 
Y =Cs+ 
1 tanh Ts + TPS + 2 
where ·-r is the inertive time constant of the porous disks. p 
According to Andersont. The break frequency of sintered 
porous media (which presumably depends largely on the void 
) -4 fraction should be about 4000 Hz, giving TP = 0.4 x 10 
secs. The compliance C is 




-4 in 5 
= 9.59 X 10 16 
The term Y is plotted in figure 30~ and the product YRb in 
figure 31. 
T·he- .c·:"Or·r:etted Nyquist p·lot. of· the loop .gain is given 
;·n figure .32, is seen to d·iffer from the straight line ideal 
i·n· .a 'minor way :b.elow. ab.·o:.u:t 1000 Hz and probably to- v··gry s·lJb:-
S't:a.n·tially above ·1.000 :Hz (since the actual characteri·sti.c.·s· 
o.f the five-stage .ampl·-i,fier were not measured above 1000·-,~fz). 
The assumption of the ideal model has been made with g = 2500,. 
-4 . 5 · 
-----·-·--·-·-,---·-·-·---·-·-...,--.-,-·--·----:-"7----~~T = ---3---;--06 x 1 0 sec. , -y f· =· 0. 4 ,-n /lb-. sec.·, .. -lo --= 1 • 45- ~ ·- ---~-·-··---_ -- ----· ... · 
lb.sec 2/in 5. 
t A n d e r s o n , J o h n E • , 11 A c o u s t i c a l I m p e.d a n c e C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f 
Sintered Stainless Steel", Journal of Acoustical Society of 
America, Vol. 36, No. 5, May 1964. 
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The measured phase angle of the five-stage amplifier 
i n c r e a s e s m o r e s l o w l y f o r l ow f r e q u e n c i e s t h a n f o r n1 o d e r -
ate frequencies. Further the prospects for good response 
at quite high frequencies are poor. These facts combine 
to suggest a modified compensator which is more nearly 
optimum as described in Chapter 5. 
,. 
-- . - . - . - .... - -· - . -·. . ... , .... ,--- .~·- .. 
••• 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
4.1 Design Details .Q..!. the Operational Amplifier 
The resistance values R1 = R] = R2 = 1.738 lb.sec./in 5 
and R4 = 17.38 lb.sec./in
5 are large enough to permit prac-
tical construction using etched metal laminates, compatible 
with the basic construction of the AM-12 amplifier. The 
shunt resistance R3 = 0.0116 lb.sec./in
5 is much too small 
and resort was made to sintered pornus plates. 
The etched metal laminates chosen are all 0.003 inch 
Berylium copper shown full size in Figure 11. The re-
sistors R4 are single channels 0.003 inch deep, 0.0528 inch 
wide and 0.80 inch long. The resistors R1, R1 and R2 are 
comprised of three parallel channels each 0.003 inch deep, 
0.066 inch wide and effectively 0.300 inch long. The chan-
nels for R1 and RJ are actually bent, but their length was 
c.o··rrect>ed :by :Plo-tt:irtg flow and equi-pre.:ss.ure li-nes. The 
r.e:s:is.tanc.e V·alue:s c.ar, be checked by usi:n·g· t:h_:e ·for,:mul:a 
. . _ 12µ !· . 
. R. ~ ... _·._-_,3· 
nwt·· 
.. 
in which tis the depth, i the length, w the width and n 
•' 
the number of parallel channels. This formula was d·erived 
simply from the assumption of parabolic ·profiles and negli-
gible edge effects .(w >> t). The flow becomes fully devel-
oped in an exceedingly short distance for pressure drops 
-28-
- -·-. ·: ..!:~ - .• • . .. ... . .. 
in the range of interest. 
The inertance of the resistances can be derived as 
I= 3p.t 
nwt 
where the factor 3 results from the parabolic profile 
(the factor would be unity for a slug profile and the 
kinetic energy equals} IQ 2). The ti~e constant for the 
resistance thus is 
I t 2 -4 
-r = R = 4v = l. 00 x 1 O · sec. 
and the associated break frequency is 
l f. ~ = 1590 Hz b :21TT 
at. whi:ch the pressure d·rc>p leads: .the fl ow by 45°. T·fre_:. ·fr-e-
quenc_y interestingly· is independent of w, t and :n and a·.p.:~ 
plies: to R4 as well as R1 ,. R·l and R2 .. 
(J 
T.he porous plates were supplied by Alcan Metal Powders, 
Inc. They are } 11 thick and formed from bronze particles. 
·fh·e: resistance to flow per s·quare inch was supposed to equal 
the surge impedance of air, pC, as desired, but measure~ 
r • ··-··· ..• ., • • '., -- - ·--• •.. -'----- • . .•.•• -· .... --~· " ••. ·-
men ts using a special rig revealed that the resistance was 
slightly higher. To compensate, the area of the plate ex-





The equation~= R3 = 
2 inder area A of 0.406 in . 
5 0.0116 lb.sec./in gives a cyl-
The length of the cylinder, 
c h o s c n ( i n t h c b a s i c d e s i g n ) t o g i v e a o n e w d v c d e l il y t i rn e 
T/2 is 2.02 inches. The inertive break frequenc,,v for the 
porous plates is approximated at 4000 Hz as stated in sec-
tion 3.2. 
The original design of the entrance to the control port 
is shown in figure 12(a). The operational amplifier pro-
ceeded to screech violently at one or more high frequencies. 
The solution is shown in figure 12(b). The explanation is 
that even a tiny coupling between the dynamic head of the 
exceedingly weak fluid jets emanating from the passages of 
the resistance R2 and the control port pressure can give a 
1o·o:p gain exceeding unity at hig.h frequenc·ies and phase 
l ag.s. :Th:e ·c-ouplin:g is: virtua·ll:y e:l iminated :b_y the redesi:g:rJ. 
' . . 
:4 ... 2 ,st:a t .. .i :c_ :G~ i n Ch a r a c te·r.f s:·_t-: i: .c :·r·:e.s_t. 
. . . . . .... . . ' .- . '• . . . ...... 
The: schernatic fo.r t·h,e, s·t::at.:ic:. 9-ain c:ha:r·:a:ct:e:·_r.is,ti-~ te·s-t· 
is sh:own- in figure 8. th·e pow·e-:r .je·t entering the -~--upp·l<Y 
P'O: r ·t f n ·o· ·t s how n ) w a s ·at-a .i -r1t.c1;: i .n· e. d -a_: :t ·1 0. p.s: i: :. I n. ·o: rd ,er t·o 
hl---a. f n~t a t i1 .a V i rt U a l l .y :z e·r O ,.:p:r e S. SU re.,. ,a::.t .. , .... t .. 'h:e: :C ·o-:n t,r·o.·]: p .. OJ'' t S ·,:. 
the input to the. re Si stances R1 were ,kept at an average 
. .. 
pr e:s s ur·e of: ,_ 0. 3 p s ·i .g· .: The other two t:n p u t-s ·T ea.d· ;: n-g: t.o r:·e·.:~ 
.si stances R1 were ope:ri t··o· at.m::O.$:phe.re.- Th·e differe.ntfal 
output pressure ·-was .rn e,1:·$_:u r e.d f:<rr \1-a.r, i:o. us input d. i: f f,e r: e-n t·,.i::a l 
···3 (\ ... 
·-.:.: U'·~ 
.. • ·. 
Q . 
pressures. The plot is shown in figure 34. This is of 
course a "push-pull" operation. 
The results show a pressure gain of 7.7 in the linear 
range which is lower than the value for which it was de-
signed. The reason for this could be largely due to the 
buckling of the etched Berylium copper plates which would 
bring about two effects. The first would be to allow flow 
fr l. .. 1 one ch an n el to another . To av o i d th i s , vacuum gr ea s e 
was used which caused blocking of the resistances. The 
other and more important is that the values of the re-
sistances are inversely proportional to the third power 
of the thickness (see section 4. 1) and a slight buckling 
effect could drastically change their value. In addition 
the width of the resistances would also tend to increase 
w i t h b u c k l i n g . T h e v a l .u e s o f t h e s e r e s i s ta n c e s c o u l ·d n o t 
·be ascertained, therefo.r·e, as the buckling wo~ld depend 
.on the manner t·h·e ·_pl.a·tes were clamped·. 
4.-3 Frequency Respo.r1:s·e of the Operational A:mpTi·fi,e·r 
The schematic for the frequency response test is shown 
in figure 9. Semi-·conductor strain -gage pressure transducers 
were used be ca u s e of the i r h i g h sens i ti v i t y a n d s ma l 1 s _i z e . . 
. -· - ' -· ·---·------ . - . -· 
- . ---·-·-·--·-~--------·· ·-···---- --
-" -···-··-··--.-. ........ . 
A Tetronix Q-plug-in unit was used to observe the input and 
output signals and a Wave-Analyzer (not shown) for m~asure-
ments of magnitudes of the pressures. Here too, as in the 
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static gain test, the input pressures were maintained at 
an average of -0.3 psig and the supply pressure at 10 psi. 
T h e p r e s s u r e t r a n s d u c e r ( o r d u rn ,n y t r a n s d u c e r s ) s e r v e d t o 
block the output ports. 
Pressures at the input and output ports were mea-
sured at various frequencies and their magnitude ratio 
plotted on a linear scale as shown in figure 35. The 
response suffers a dip at about 300 Hz which would be ex-
pected at low frequencies since the basic design assumes 
a linear increase in phase which is not so. The phase lag 
of the cascade amplifier increases slowly at low frequen-
cies and more rapidly at higher frequencies. The dip is 
followed by a resonance- at about 700 Hz compared to the 
pr_e:di·cte.d value. a.t about 900 Hz (see figure 33). The gain 
u.p ·t:o ·1_2:.0·0 ;H--_z, i:-s .a.bout 4.2 which is fairly lower than th·-~ 
-de.si:g_ne-d :v,a]ue. of· lO,. Th.is disag.reement as discu:s_sed :in 
s-ecti'o.n 4 .. :2: i:s 1 arg_e:l_Y' o.Ji:E?: to th.e res is ta nc e~ 11ot b:-ei ng of 
·t.·h e- .c.-a-1 c u l a. 't_·.e.d v· a:: 1.t.t:· e .. T·h e· ·.s :e c. o n d-. cl: n· d t h i rd: r: _e, so n.a n:c e·. ·o· c ... c: u .r· 
a:·t ·a,b:cr.u··t: l 5:o.o. H'Z:: an:d:: :2·9:so H"·z :w]t'·i ch WO u l d be f:o,r -a, :p.ha:·S_:·.e· l.a-g 
·O.f :54_0·.-0 ·:an·d: 900.'0 re,s:p.e;G:ti·v--.~l.y •. 
• • ';" • • - ·:.•• ... • ·•••~-:~·•· .,·,., ,~ :·- ,, • a •! ::- - ,a.. 
... 3-. 2· -· . ' '• 
5. MODIFIED OPTIMAL DESIGN OF THE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER 
5.1 The Modified Model 
The measured pressure gain of the cascade amplifier, 
figures 25 and 26 shows approximately a constant magnitude 
but the phase lag does not increase linearly with frequency 
as it does in the basic model. Rather the phase lag in-
creases slowly at low frequencies and more rapidly at higher 
frequencies. In consequence the closed-loop frequency re-
sponse of the operational amplifier design assuming a lin-
ear increase in phase, suffers a dip followed by a reso-
nance (since a mean delay time Twas chosen). 
The measured gain characteristic can be r~presented 
fto within the unfortunately large ex per i m·e:n ta l err o r ) by 
S2 2 r;w s + 2 - wn Gf (sJ g n -· - 2 2 s + 2r;w s + wn n 
This transfer function, with two complex zeroes in the 
right-half plane placed symmetrically opposite two complex 
poles in the left-half plane, produces a circle for its 
Nyquist plot just as does the nominal e-Ts. Its main dis-
advantage is that as w + 00 there is only one revolution 
- ·-of th·e circle. The data can be well matched s·ince it ex-
tends to less than 180° lag but we know from prior con-
siderations, closed-loop experimental results and informal 
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independent reports that the phase lag makes considerably 
more than one revolution before the amplitude becomes sig-
nificdntly c1ttenuated. Its assurnption as the basis for 
optimal design should work well up to 1000 Hz or possibly 
2000 Hz, but opens the real possibility of higher frequency 
instabilities. Such instabilities should be damped without 
significantly impairing low frequency behaviour, however by 
introducing quite small volumes at the summing functions. 
Since the interest is in demonstrating the potential of 
optimal design techniques, the use of the modified model 
seems appropriate. 
The series compensator (see figure 7(a)) which gives the 
least integral square error in response to slip areas is 
merely a constant for any system with unity gain, regard-
less of how the phase lag increases with frequency. When 
placed in the unity feedback form of figure 7(b} the optimal 
forward path comp.en.s.a tor become.:s. 
2· 
. ·2 s· + :2rto :5 +: ,w . 
_ · .'"., n.. · n 
-
Note the cancellation of the right-half-plane but not the 
left-half-plane singularities of Gf(s}, common to optimal· 
controllers. The closed-loop response can be seen to be 
directly proportional to Gf(s) as desired. 
The desired compensation Gc(s) can be achieved by 
-34-
•• 
using a shunt admittance similar to and substituting for 
the resonance tube of the basic design of section 3.2. 
An inertance is added to the resistance and the resonator 
tube is charged to a simple compliance as shown in figure 
7(c). The admittance of this combination is 
y = Cs 
1 + RCs + ICs 2 
The resonant frequency 1//fc is set at wn which is the 
n/T of the basic design. At the resonant frequency it 
is desired to have the admittance to be the same as in 
the basic design which was labelled Zc' so that 
C = 
. 
For~= w/4 the compliance C requires precisely the same 
volume as did the resonant tube although of.course a shorter 
a n d fa t t er geom e try w o u l d mo re n ea r l y a p pro a c h the l .ump e d -
element ideal. 
··· --r·he··v·a1ues· Which best··fit ·the data as shown in figure 
26 is about fn = wn/2n = 1130 Hz and~= 0.33, fortunately 
requiring a smaller volume of 0.118 in 3• Since Zc = 0.0116 
lb.sec./in 5 as before one obtains C = 0.00802 in5/lb. and 
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J '- . . 
-6 2 . 5 Z c 2.48 x 10 lb.sec /tn . Since the inertance of the 
porous disk is about 0.46 x 10- 6 lb.sec 2/in 5 , an added in-
ertance of about 2.02 x 10- 6 lb.sec 2/in 5 is needed. 
5.2 Design Details of the Modified Model 
The modified design requires an added inertance of 
-6 2 5 2.02 x 10 lb.sec /in . This can be achieved with one or 
two parallel modest size holes in a disk inserted between 
the control port and the porous plate with sufficient space 
on either side for distribution of the flow. This was not 
actually carried out with the proper design (it worked pre-
dictably with an improper design which followed an analyti-
cal slip). If it is done with one hole in a very thin disk 
(say< 0.016 inch) the inertarice is about 4 x 0.613p./7Td 
giving the diameter d: .044 inch. Tf're. diameter sh'ould in-~, 
crease i f t h-e d- i s k i s th i ck er . 
The desired volume of 0.118 in 3 results from a length 
o .f .O· . _9 l i r1t h ; s i n c e t h e l e n g t h i s o f t h e s a m e o r d e r a s t h e 
diame.t,er- :of the basic: cylinder the cylinder area need not 
... 
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The purpose of this study was to design a nearly 
opt i n1 u rr1 op c r J t i o n a 1 a 111 pl i f i er us i n g a co rnm er c i a 1 l y a v a i 1 -
able cascaded proportional amplifier. It was shown that 
to achieve an optimal design it was only possible to have 
forward path compensation, unlike the conventional design 
of operational amplifiers. 
The transfer function of the loop gain of the gain 
block was represented nominally as a constant gain and 
time delay for the Basic Optimal Design. The actual trans-
mittance however shows that the phase lag does not increase 
linearly with frequency. It increases slowly for low fre-
quencies and then rapidly for moderate frequencies which 
would cause a drop in the gain at a certain low frequency 
and then a resonance. This predicted behaviour was seen 
in the experimental results. Moreover the prospects of 
a good r~s·ponse of this design are poor at high frequen-
t: f es:. Th es,e to_g·e:t her, .suggested .a· mod.i··.f i ·ed co mp ens a tor. 
The gain characteristics of the proportional amplifier were 
therefore represented by a s~cond transfer function which 
a 1 so ha s a c i r c l e for i ts Ny q u i s t pl o t j us t a s the >no mi n al 
representation of time~delay. 
The compensator of the Modified Model uses a shunt ad-
mittance (similar to the resonance tube of the Basic Design) 
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with an added inertance. The experimental testing of the 
modified model was not carried out with the proper design. 
However, it worked predictably with an improper design 
(which was due to an analytical slip) which gave an in-
dication that this design could well achieve a very near-
optimization of the operational amplifier. 
Both static and dynamic data are marred by feedback 
and input resistances different from the design values. 
The deviations were not directly measurable and apparently 
resulted either from undesired leakages or blockages (the 
latter by the vacuum grease) or warpages. Their severity, 
obvious from the unbalance and error in the static gain 
measurements-, renders the d_ynam-ic. ex_pe:rirne.nts. d:f quali-
tative significance only. lt: "i°:s hoped that .co·rr.ec:.tions, 
'W.ill: ,b,e made in t:he future to demonstrate the usef·ul·n-:e·s:S· 
;o:f the co n c e pt s pre $. -e ti 't·ed.: here i n . 
. . ... ,._ ........ - ...... · . · ..... · -· .. __ .-- -----· _...:;... .. _,,._ ·- ,,.,.,_ ______ ·--'----· ...... · ·'--··-··----···-········-- ··- ----- ... - --
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Figure l(a) Measurement Scheme 
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Figure l(b) More Accurate Model of Circuitry 
Figure J. Electrical Analogy of the Circuitry Used 
in Determining the Characte.ris.-tics of 
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FigJre 33. Predicted Closed~L,oop Gain Of the Operational Amplifier. i 
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Figure 35. Frequency Re~ponse of the Basic Operational Amplifier. 
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